Summary
Introduction

45
Many ungulate migrations worldwide have been disrupted in the last two centuries due to 
57
The issue of climate change has received significant attention recently, as it is 58 expected to induce major changes in migratory systems and hence raise further challenges to Following on from this, there is a need to integrate uncertainty into spatial predictions of 69 species presence and to make precautionary decisions that avoid underestimating threats.
70
Decisions also need to be regularly revisited in the light of novel and potential threats 71 (Wilson et al. 2007) . It is also important to evaluate the effects of conservation on future 
85
An excellent example of a species facing these issues is the migratory saiga antelope to change patterns of human disturbance, and together with increasing wealth, may affect 108 poaching pressure (Kühl et al. 2009 ). These changes will combine to affect saiga densities 109 and distribution in future, which may render PAs based upon current saiga presence less well 110 targeted than they could be.
111
Long term aerial survey data provide a unique opportunity to identify changes in 112 spring saiga distribution patterns and to assess the adequacy of different protected area plans 113 (Singh et. al. 2010a & b substantially larger than only a few years previously (CMS 2010; Figure S1 ). Figure S2 for an example of the maps generated). Table S1 ). We therefore used this 1890 were left after removing the points from water bodies.
237
After estimating the yearly models, we tested whether pooling the data into three 238 periods would be more representative of the changes over the study period. This was done to the model structure constant, to get a general idea of the consequent distributional changes.
263
The main scenarios tested were ( year to be used in the models of density distribution.
318
Once the bias-corrected group size distribution had been obtained from the original 319 survey data, we fitted a kernel density estimator to our observed point pattern with a 320 smoothing parameter estimated using cross validation (Baddeley 2008; Hengl et al. 2009 ).
321
We fitted the relative density as a ratio between the local density and maximum density from We performed these analyses for period III. The density predictions were then stratified into 334 three strata based on the predicted density of the groups (<0. other variables varied in time ( Figure S4 ). The periodic models captured the same 347 consistency (Table S2 ), but were more robust to interannual variation, and so were used for 348 the scenario analyses in preference to the yearly models. In period I, temperature explained 349 most variation in group location (52.8%) followed by NDVI (15.8%; Figure 1 , Table S2 ). For Spearman rank correlation coefficients from cross validations for each model showed that the 358 models had good predictive ability (Table S3) .
359
There was a 50% decline in the amount of high suitability area in period III compared 360 to period I and a slight decline compared to period II. The extent of medium suitability areas 361 increased by about 25% in period III compared to period I (Figure 2 ).
362
Change scenarios
364
The predictions from the different scenarios were highly variable both in terms of the Figure S5 ). Increasing disturbance had a particularly strong effect in the northwest,
370
whereas decreased disturbance lead to consolidation of the distribution, with both high and 371 low probability habitat gaining at the expense of the medium probability habitat. Similar, and 372 more extreme, consolidation within high probability areas was seen in the population increase whereas "conservation failure" lead to a widely distributed, patchy population. In all three 382 combined scenarios, there was more high probability habitat in the southeast part of the range 383 than currently, and less in the north-west.
385
Future protected area (PA) evaluation
386
The current PA system was more effective at protecting current, rather than past, high 387 suitability areas, with the proportion of current high suitability habitat within the PA system being 23%, compared to 8% under the period I saiga distribution (Table 2, Figure 3a & b).
389
However it was not substantially better than random placement within the spring range, as 390 17% of the current spring range was rated as high suitability ( coverage of the existing and proposed PA system was low, which was expected given the 405 very large areas involved; the percentage of the total high quality habitat currently covered by 406 the existing PAs was only 1%, with an additional 2% in the proposed PAs (Table S4) .
408
Predicting future density 409 The density models from periods I and III produced similar results to the occupancy models, 
Density-distribution relationships
426
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740
Black cells show the predicted high suitability, grey-medium and white cells the low 741 suitability areas for saiga. 
